WHY SNAP MATTERS TO CA-42

The District needs SNAP & charitable food
providers to fight hunger and support families
who fall on hard times. Food banks do everything
they can to fight hunger, yet they alone can never
meet the need.
If SNAP or other nutrition programs were cut, food
banks would simply be overwhelmed.
84,150 – 10.9% of District residents – suffer from
food insecurity.1
Nationwide, federal nutrition programs provide
19 of every 20 emergency meals — private
charity could never fill this gap.2

The Value of SNAP
SNAP is crucial to the local economy.

Last year 69,388 participants – 8.7% of the
District4 – received SNAP, delivering:5,6,7

$113M in food benefits
$203M in economic activity

1,134 jobs

Yet because SNAP benefits are inadequate to last
the entire month, nearly 1 in 3 SNAP households
still rely on food banks.3

In the Farm Bill or any other proposal, we ask all California members of
Congress to protect and strengthen SNAP, rejecting any block grants, structural
changes, or cuts that would increase hunger and cause economic hardship.

SNAP Supports Work

SNAP primarily helps feed children, seniors and people with disabilities from hunger and prevents
costly8 and potentially lifelong9 health conditions. In the District:10
68.4% have at least one child
28% include at least one senior

34.2% have at least one individual with a disability
SNAP also provides critical support to working people when jobs don’t provide enough income for
them to feed their families. 86.3% of SNAP households in the District had at least one working family
member in the last year.11

The median income of SNAP households in the District is far below the median
income for all District households.12
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It is impossible to cut SNAP without increasing hunger and causing economic
damage. The California anti-hunger community asks every California member
of Congress to protect and strengthen this vital program.
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